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Emotional contagion enables individuals to
experience emotions of others. This important
empathic phenomenon is closely linked to facial
mimicry, where facial displays evoke the same
facial expressions in social partners. In humans,
facial mimicry can be voluntary or involuntary,
whereby its latter mode can be processed as
rapid as within or at 1 s. Thus far, studies have
not provided evidence of rapid involuntary facial
mimicry in animals.
This study assessed whether rapid involuntary

facial mimicry is present in orangutans (Pongo
pygmaeus; NZ25) for their open-mouth faces
(OMFs) during everyday dyadic play. Results
clearly indicated that orangutans rapidly
mimicked OMFs of their playmates within or at
1 s. Our study revealed the first evidence on
rapid involuntary facial mimicry in non-human
mammals. This finding suggests that fundamen-
tal building blocks of positive emotional conta-
gion and empathy that link to rapid involuntary
facial mimicry in humans have homologues in
non-human primates.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Emotional contagion enables individuals to experience

and understand the same emotions as their social

partners. This integral empathic phenomenon is closely

linked to facial mimicry (e.g. Decety & Jackson 2006),

i.e. the mechanism where facial displays induce the

same expressions in others, although it is still discussed

whether emotional conveyance results from facial

mimicry or vice versa (e.g. Hatfield et al. 1994;

McIntosh 2006).

In humans, facial mimicry includes various

expressions in adults, e.g. smiling/laughter (e.g.

Lundqvist 1995) and yawning (e.g. Platek et al. 2003),

and in infants, e.g. mouth opening (e.g. Meltzoff &

Moore 1977). It can be processed voluntarily or

involuntarily. Involuntary responses of facial mimicry,

which, unlike its voluntary ones, lack cognitive

interventions, can be as rapid as within or at 1 s (e.g.

Dimberg & Thunberg 1998), i.e. rapid facial mimicry

(RFM). Therefore, these two mechanisms of facial

mimicry most probably differ in their neurological

underpinnings, whereby its rapid involuntary mode

seems more rudimentary (Hatfield et al. 1994) and,

consequently, ancestral.

Although empathic mechanisms are likely to be

essential for all sociable mammals and, thus, phylogen-

etically continuous (Preston & de Waal 2002), our

knowledge on facial mimicry in animals is limited. Facial

mimicry has been found in monkey and ape yawning

(Anderson et al. 2004; Paukner & Anderson 2006) and

neonatal imitation (e.g. Ferrari et al. 2006; Bard 2007).

These studies showed only non-rapid responses.

We hypothesized that rapid involuntary facial

mimicry is present in non-human primates as there

are indications of it being ancestral to non-RFM.

There is also evidence for the neural basis of such

mimicry in non-human primates. Monkey mirror

neurons were found to be active when monkeys

observe or perform specific facial displays (Ferrari

et al. 2003).

To test our hypothesis, we assessed the occurrence

of RFM in orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus) for their

open-mouth face (OMF; electronic supplementary

material A) during everyday dyadic play. OMFs

included three open-mouth variants that were pro-

posed to be homologous to the facial expression of

human laughter (van Hooff & Preuschoft 2003),

which causes human observers to rapidly mimic

(Dimberg & Thunberg 1998; U. Dimberg 2006,

personal communication). In great apes, OMFs are

likely to convey positive emotions across social

partners. Their relaxed open-mouth displays in

chimpanzees are perceived as positive by conspecifics

(Parr 2001) and are followed by a higher rate of

affinitive behaviour (Waller & Dunbar 2005).

This study explored the presence of RFM in

orangutans for two age groups and two classes of

playmate age differences. Age influences the occur-

rence of facial mimicry, which discontinues as human

and chimpanzee neonates develop (e.g. Field et al.

1986; Myowa-Yamakoshi et al. 2004). Chimpanzees

(Pan troglodytes) play less intensely as age differences

increase (Flack et al. 2004).

A finding on RFM in orangutans would suggest

that non-human mammals, like humans, are prone to

involuntary facial mimicry. Consequently, it would

illustrate that building blocks of positive emotional

contagion and empathy that link to rapid involuntary

facial mimicry in humans emerged prior to the origin

of humankind.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Data collection and coding

Dyadic play bouts (nZ432) of everyday social encounters of 31

orangutans (2–12 years old) were video-recorded at Sepilok

Rehabilitation Centre, Apenheul Primate Park, Tierpark Carl

Hagenbeck and Zoo Leipzig.

Video analysis with three-to-four frame resolution was con-

ducted on each playmate using INTERACT v. 7.25 (Mangold,

Arnstorf, Germany; 25 f.p.s.). Play bouts began when one playmate

responded with a play action to a play action of the other playmate

and ended when at least one playmate was not showing any play

actions for more than or equal to 20 s or when a third individual

interfered. Play bouts consisted exhaustively and mutually

exclusively of play actions and play breaks. Play actions were scored

after Flack et al. (2004) as either slow grappling, tickling, fast

grappling, gnawing, wrestling, hitting, jumping or absence of

physical contact (electronic supplementary material B). Play breaks

were phases absent of play actions for less than 20 s.
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Play actions of physical contact were grouped after Flack et al.

(2004) into low (slow grappling/tickling), mid (fast grappling/

gnawing/wrestling) and high (hitting/jumping) play intensity

(electronic supplementary material B).

Furthermore, facial displays were coded as either OMFs,

relaxed faces, non-relaxed faces or faces during biting (electronic

supplementary material A).

Videometric analyses of play actions and facial displays were

each conducted by one main observer. Inter-observer reliability was

tested by the main and a second observer with one-frame accuracy.

Cohen’s Kappa results showed mean agreements of 0.89 for the

eight play actions (21 bouts) and 0.83 for the four facial displays

(22 bouts).

The presence of rapid bidirectional OMFs (i.e. OMFs of both

playmates within or at 1 s) and RFM was examined. For both

analyses, we assessed facial displays of one playmate (individual-2)

as possible responses to the facial displays of the other playmate

(individual-1) within or at 1 s. Individuals-1 were the first play-

mates that produced OMFs. The two analyses included only scenes

in which both playmates showed play actions.

(b) Rapid bidirectional OMFs

We explored the number of individuals-2 involved in rapid bidirec-

tional OMFs across three play categories, respectively (electronic

supplementary material C). As our data were obtained from

everyday social encounters, rapid bidirectional OMFs might have

been triggered by non-facial play components (e.g. physical

contact) and not by OMFs of other playmates. To control such

possible confounding effects when assessing the presence of RFM,

we used a two-step approach as follows.

(c) Rapid facial mimicry

(i) Step 1. Matching two standardized scenes

Facial displays of each individual-2 were assessed in two scenes that

were defined in accordance with the facial display of individual-1. In

scene display, individual-1 produced an OMF. In scene neutral,

individual-1 produced a neutral face (i.e. non-relaxed/relaxed face).

Scenes could occur anywhere within their play bouts. Criteria were

that individuals-2 looked at the faces of individuals-1 and showed

neutral faces 1 s prior to the onset of each scene. Scenes of gnawing

and transitional faces of OMFs/faces during biting were excluded to

reduce OMF-eliciting effects and coding uncertainties.

For each individual-2, one scene display was randomly selected

and coded again for facial displays—this time, frame-by-frame.

After we obtained a scene display, we searched for one scene

neutral for the same individual-2 in a different play bout. Both

scenes needed to show the same dyad, play action and play intensity

and either absence or presence of physical contact. The two scenes

were matched per individual-2.

Matched scenes of 25 individuals-2 fulfilled these requirements.

(ii) Step 2. Comparing congruent and non-congruent responses

By matching two scenes, each individual-2 could show one of the

following four possible responses: congruent reaction; non-congruent

reaction; always displaying OMFs; or never displaying OMFs. A

congruent reaction occurred when an individual-2 produced an OMF

in scene display (electronic supplementary material D) and a neutral

face in scene neutral. A non-congruent reaction occurred when an

individual-2 produced a neutral face in scene display and an OMF in

scene neutral. To test our hypothesis on RFM, only individuals-2 with

congruent reactions were compared with individuals-2 with non-con-

gruent reactions (Siegel 1956). Thus, individuals-2 that were always

displaying OMFs or never displaying OMFs were statistically ignored

for RFM analysis.

Our two-step RFM approach meant that individuals-2, which were

evaluated in scenes where non-facial play components (e.g. physical

contact) triggered OMFs, should produce OMFs in both of their

matched scenes. Consequently, these individuals-2 were not tested for

RFM. Furthermore, individuals-2 that were always/never displaying

OMFs, e.g. when playing with favourable/unfavourable playmates,

were statistically ignored.

Response latencies for individuals-2 with congruent reactions

were measured starting with the onset of the OMF in individual-1

and ending with the onset of the OMF in individual-2.

We examined RFM for two age groups (infants below 4 years

old; juveniles/adolescents 4 years old and above) and two classes of

playmate age differences (less than 2 and more than or equal to 2

years apart).

Bonferroni corrections were applied.

3. RESULTS
The number of individuals-2 involved in rapid bidirec-

tional OMFs differed significantly within play actions

(c
2-test: c5

2
Z28.24, p!0.001), play intensities (c2-test:

c2
2
Z18.81, p!0.001) and absence/presence of physical

contact (c2-test: c1
2
Z15.21, p!0.001), respectively

(electronic supplementary material C).

Individuals-2 showed four different responses (con-

gruent reactionsCnon-congruent reactionsCalways dis-

playing OMFsCnever displaying OMFs) for both age

groups (infants: NZ4C1C2C3; juveniles/adolescents:

NZ8C0C2C5; figure 1a) and both classes of playmate

age differences (less than 2 years apart: NZ6C1C2C4;

more than or equal to 2 years apart: NZ6C0C2C4;

figure 1b). Individuals-2 with congruent reactions were

significantly more frequent than those with

non-congruent reactions for juveniles/adolescents (bino-

mial: NZ15, pZ0.004) and playmates more than or

equal to 2 years apart (binomial: NZ12, pZ0.016).

Although these differences were not significant for

infants (binomial: NZ10, pZ0.188) and playmates less

than 2 years apart (binomial: NZ13, pZ0.109), their

trends were similar to those of the two former groups.
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Figure 1. Number of individuals-2 with congruent reac-

tionsCnon-congruent reactionsCalways displaying OMFsC

never displaying OMFs for (a) two age groups ((i) infants:

NZ4C1C2C3; (ii) juveniles/adolescents: NZ8C0C2C5)

and (b) two classes of playmate age differences ((i) less than

2 years apart: NZ6C1C2C4; (ii) more than or equal to

2 years apart: NZ6C0C2C4). Significantly more individ-

uals-2 showed congruent reactions than non-congruent

reactions for juveniles/adolescents (binomial: NZ15,

pZ0.004) and playmates more than or equal to 2 years apart

(binomial: NZ12, pZ0.016). Filled bars, responses used to

test the presence of RFM; hatched bars, responses ignored

to test the presence of RFM.
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We applied an overall comparison owing to these

similarities: individuals-2 showed significantly more con-

gruent reactions than non-congruent reactions

(McNemar: NZ25, p!0.05; figure 2). Thus, evidence

on RFM was provided.

In scene display, 16 out of 25 individuals-2 showed

OMFs (figure 2). Their mean response latency was

0.4G0.3 s.

Tickling, jumping and vocalizations were absent

during all scenes.

4. DISCUSSION
Orangutans of this study mimicked OMFs of their

playmates within or at 1 s (mean response latency:

0.4 s). Specifically, juveniles/adolescents and playmates

2–7 years apart responded more congruently than

non-congruently to their playmates’ facial displays. For

infants and playmates less than 2 years apart, results

went in the same direction. This supports our

hypothesis that rapid involuntary facial mimicry occurs

not only in humans but also in non-human primates.

In the current study, the number of orangutans

involved in rapid bidirectional OMFs differed signi-

ficantly within three play categories. This suggests that

non-facial play components affect the presence of

rapid bidirectional OMFs in orangutan play. To limit

these confounding variables for RFM, we used

pairwise comparisons with controls by (i) matching two

standardized scenes and (ii) comparing congruent and

non-congruent responses. Hereby, individuals-2, which

were evaluated for play components (e.g. physical con-

tact) that may trigger OMFs, should produce OMFs in

both matched scenes and, consequently, were not

tested. Furthermore, tickling, gnawing/biting, jumping

and vocalizations were absent throughout all scenes.

Therefore, our RFM results clearly showed that OMFs

were evoked by OMFs in orangutans.

However, our findings also revealed that 9 out of 25

orangutans did not rapidly emit OMFs after seeing

OMFs in conspecifics. Thus, rapid facial mimicking of

orangutans, despite its automatic attributes, might be

superimposed by socio-emotional factors. In humans,

rapidly mimicked smiles are more apparent with friends

than with strangers (McIntosh 2006). In other mam-

mals, familiarity among individuals also affects

empathic behaviours (e.g. mice; Langford et al. 2006),

which show phylogenetic continuity in strengthening

social bonds (Preston & de Waal 2002). We propose

that responses of rapid involuntary facial mimicry were

affected by positive emotional states in non-human

primates prior to human evolution.

Altogether, the current study provided the first

evidence on rapid involuntary facial mimicry in non-

human mammals. Consequently, the integral building

blocks of positive emotional contagion and empathy

that link to rapid involuntary facial mimicry in humans

must have emerged on a pre-human basis.
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